AN ORDINANCE PROHIBITING THE DISPLAY OF LEWD, OBSCENE, VULGAR AND OFFENSIVE BILLBOARDS, POSTERS AND STILL PICTURES INCLUDING THOSE THAT DEPICT VIOLENCE IN THE TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF QUEZON CITY SPECIALLY THOSE OF LOCAL OR FOREIGN MOVIES WHICH ARE CLASSIFIED AS "FOR ADULTS ONLY" (R-18) BY THE MOVIE & TELEVISION REVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION BOARD (MTRCB), EXCEPT WITHIN THE VICINITY OF THE ENTRANCE AND/OR LOBBY OF THE MOVIEHOUSE WHERE THE SAME ARE BEING SHOWN OR TO BE SHOWN AND PROVIDING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION THEREOF.

Introduced by Councilor NANETTE CASTELO DAZA.
Co-Introduced by Councilors Alberto M. Galarpe, Winston “Winnie”
T. Castelo, Antonio V. Hernandez (Anthony Alonzo), Connie S.
Angeles, Jorge L. Banal, Eufemio C. Lagumbay, Joseph Peter S.
Sison and Bayani V. Hipol.

WHEREAS, the display of lewd, obscene, vulgar, and offensive billboards, posters and still pictures including those that depict violence are detrimental to the morals of an upright citizenry;

WHEREAS, billboards and posters are presently used by the movie industry in advertising and promoting movies which are classified by the MTRCB as "FOR ADULTS ONLY" (R-18) by displaying these in populated areas visible to all including minors and children;

WHEREAS, the main reason why these pictures are classified as "FOR ADULTS ONLY" are usually because of excessive sex and violent scenes which produce probable and possible harmful effects to minors and children;

WHEREAS, these billboards, posters and still pictures usually contain scenes and descriptive words which are precisely the main reasons why these movies have been classified by MTRCB as "FOR ADULTS ONLY", but which are visible to the general public including minors and children, thus exposing them to the harmful effects of the billboard and the movie itself;

WHEREAS, because of the proliferation of such billboards, posters and still pictures which are lewd, obscene, vulgar and offensive suggesting excessive sex and violence, the impression they create to the general public is a decay of moral values of the general citizenry;